
We are set for another relatively busy week in terms of economic data
points from Europe and North America, with a range of Fed speakers
due to kick things off this afternoon, led by their Chairman J Powell
who will speak at 1pm Irish time.
All eyes will once again be on Powell tomorrow, along with the new US
Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen, who are expected to make their first
joint appearance before the US House Financial Services committee to
testify on Fed and Treasury pandemic policies at 2pm on Tuesday.
Early on Wednesday morning we will see the UK's monthly CPI inflation
release, the figure reporting y/y inflation for the past 12 months, and
expected to come in at 0.8% with a Core CPI forecast for 1.4%. This will
be followed by Europe's highlight of the week on Wednesday morning
- coming in the form of March's Services and Manufacturing PMI
results. Wednesday afternoon will see Powell and Yellen's second day
of testifying together, along with PMI readings from the United States.
Thursday morning will see the only central bank rate decision of the
week, coming from the Swiss National Bank who are widely expected
to keep their main interest rate at -0.75%. On Thursday we will also get
the release of Final quarterly GDP results from the US, along with a
mix of central bank speakers from the BOC, BOE, and ECB.
To round off the week on Friday we are due to get monthly retail sales
figures from the UK and business climate results from Germany in the
morning, with the Euro Summit taking place in Brussels all day.
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Equities: European equities are seeing a fairly mixed open on Monday morning following a
quiet one last week, Germany's DAX marginally higher this morning having touched its all-
time high just last week, the EuroStoxx50 index slightly lower. Investors in Europe continue
to watch rising case numbers, Germany have become the latest nation to consider
extending restrictive measures, following in France's footsteps. The VIX volatility index is
higher to $21.45 in the States to start off the week as tech stocks with stretched valuations
continue their sell off.
Currencies: The Dollar has seen broadly sideways trade over the past couple of weeks, the
Euro trading just above the $1.19 mark this morning. The greenback continues to see
support as Treasury yields rise in the US, further underpinned by Europe's rising Covid-19
cases and a general nervousness across markets. EUR/GBP has paused its sell off in recent
weeks, having moved over 6% lower since mid-December as the United Kingdom surges
ahead with its large supply of AstraZeneca and its Q2 reopening plans.
Safe-havens: Gold has seen fairly steady trade in recent weeks, the metal about half a
percent lower at $1,730 to start off the week. Rising real yields have weighed on precious
metals so far this year, as global bond markets sell off, pushing nominal yields higher at a
decent pace and as inflation fails to keep up - for now. German 10yr Bund yields have been
steady this month around -0.30%, while longer-dated Treasury yields in the US continue to
climb, the benchmark 10yr last week trading 1.75% for the first time since January 2020.

The Week Ahead

Yew Grove
Irish Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) Yew Grove has announced
relatively strong results this morning, reporting an increase in its rent
roll for 2020 to €10.9m, up from 2019's €8.9m. Yew Grove also saw
rent collections come in at 100% for both the final quarter of 2020 and
the first three months of this year, with the firm's portfolio valuation
rising to €141.9m on December 31st.
We note that two thirds of Yew Grove's rent comes from
multinationals, with a further 26% coming from the Irish Government
and other state bodies, 4% coming from other large businesses.
Chief Executive Jonathan Laredo expects rents to rise further in
Ireland, given "the combination of strong fundamentals, low net
vacancy for the sort of offices required by larger companies and
government bodies and existing rents, which largely are still below the
level required to trigger new construction".
At Seaspray our preferred dividend income play in the Irish real estate
space remains to be Hibernia REIT. While Hibernia's dividend yield
(4.2%) remains below Yew Grove's (5.7%) at present, Hibernia's
dividends continue to be well covered by its earnings, with a healthy
payout ratio of 67% versus Yew Grove's 150% which we see as a slight
risk going forward. This, along with Hibernia's consistently growing
dividend yield and favourable forward-P/E of 18 times leads us to
reiterate our 'buy' rating on the name.


